High Powered CAT5 Audio System
A0125 Multi-Source Volume Control Keypad

Channel Vision's A0125 Volume Control Keypad is primary control device for the Crescendo™ High Powered CAT5 Audio System. It works with single-source or multi-source systems to provide convenient volume control and source selection. The built-in IR receiver allow the source components to be controlled via a handheld remote control, while its elegant decorator styling blends seamlessly with other wall switch devices.

Features:
- Compatible with P-2014 and P-2044 High Powered CAT5 Audio Systems
- Supports IR control: compatible with the A0501, A0502, and A0505 remote controls
- LEDs show volume level or source selection
- Works at CAT5 lengths up to 300 feet
- Easy-to-install

Specifications: (typical at 25º C)*
- Operating Voltage: 18VDC
- Cable requirements: CAT5 or better
- Max wire length: 300 ft.
- Audio frequency range: 20Hz - 20kHz
- IR frequency range supported: 30kHz - 56kHz
- IR sensor range (A0125): 40’@40kHz, 25’@56kHz
- Operating temperature: -10ºC to +50ºC

*Specifications subject to change without notice
Crescendo™ by Channel Vision™

High Powered CAT5 Audio System
Typical Application

Amp-Link Cable
Delivers line-level audio to the A0240 and amplified audio back to the A0302